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INTRODUCTION 
A material medium can be represented by neighbouring masses m joined by springs 
and separated by a distance d. We will call this model the discrete one, as opposed to the 
usual continuous medium model of the material. 
If we cause a local mechanical shock by giving an impulse to a particle, this 
mechanical shock will be propagated with delay from particle to particle. 
The delay increases with the inertia of the particles and decreases with the effective 
stiffness K of the springs modelling the binding. 
The aim of this paper is to show that in the case of an initially isotropic body 
subjected or not to a homogeneous triaxial strain, the fIrst information velocity of the 
motion or the largest phase velocity is given by the formula 
V .. = 1J 
dajj 1 
du .. -p 
1J 
for a wave propagating in the direction i and having particle displacements in the 
direction j. 
PHYSICAL APPROACH OF THE VELOCITY OF PROPAGATION 
The propagation of a mechanical shock in a material medium develops with a delay 
depending on elasticity characteristics and local masses. 
In the attempt to derive a formula for the velocity of sound in the air, Newton was the 
fIrst to do theoretical work in 1686 [1] [2]. 
Newton assumed that sound was propagated in the air in the same manner in which 
an elastic wave would be propagated along a lattice of point masses. He used the simplest 
possible lattice consisting of equal masses spaced equally along the direction of 
propagation (fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1 . A linear chain of particles 
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Neighbouring masses were supposed to attract one another with an e4tstic force with 
constant K. Newton obtained for the velocity of propagation of an elastic wave 
V=dJr=j~.; ( 1 ) 
taking m to be the mass of a particle, d the distance between neighbouring particles in the 
state of equilibrium and where p is the local density of the material medium. 
A calculation using the adiabatic constant in Newton's fonnula ~ave excellent results 
COInciding with the experimental value of the velocity of sound. 
The relation (1) can easily be established in the case where we maintain a SinUSOIdal 
excitation of a mass belonging to the linear chain of particles represented in figure 1 [3]. 
In the case of the excitation of a particle belonging to a linear chain of particles by 
e.g. a hammer shock, all frequencies are present in the excitation spectrum. 
In this case, Newton's Fonnula gives the phase velocity of elastic, low frequency waves. 
Formula (1) then consequently gives the largest phase velocity of the wave. 
A material medium can be represented by a series of masses joined by springs as for 
example in the particular case of fig. 2, in the configuration of a cubic lattice. 
If we excite a particle of the material medium with an impulse, the motion information 
will be transmitted with delay to the other particles in the material medium. 
The first information received at another point in the lattice due to the excitement of 
the medium from a local shock e.g. a hit with a hammer, follows one or several different 
well-defined paths between the source of excitement and the receiving point 
The information from the local shock, reaching the receiving point by other paths comes 
after the first infonnation of the shock. 
To deal with the question of the first infonnation propagation velocity of the motion, 
we may thus adopt the model of a succession of particles situated on a straight or curved 
line joined to one another by springs. 
If the medium is sufficiently homogeneous and if we restrict the springs between the 
closest neighbours, we may adopt the model represented in figure 1 i.e. a linear chain of 
particles, whose theoretical modelling is presented in [3]. 
So we can conclude that the first information velocity of the motion is given by Newton's 
Fonnula. Meanwhile we must notice that the interdistance d appearing in this fonnula is 
measured along the line representing the path of the first infonnation motion. 
In the more usual case where the material medium is non-dispersive, the velocity 
defined by Newton's Fonnula is also the propagation velocity because in this case, the 
phase-velocity is also the group-Velocity. . 
Fig. 2 . Cubic lattice of particles with masses m linked by springs 
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Newton's Fonnula is thus valid for any kind of body or material medium if we are 
interested in the velocity of the first information of motion. We only have to evaluate the 
ratio Kid appearing in Newton's Law and introduce simultaneously the known density p 
to detennine this velocity. 
The ratio Kid can be evaluated by calculating it from a physical model of the atomic 
links. 
Another way is to exploit the experimental results of the elasticity of the bodies. 
It is then preferable to express Newton's Fonnula (1) in tenns of stress and strain and to 
determine from experiments in elasticity dOij/duij the total derivative of the stress 0ij 
relative to Uij which appears in the following fonnula where axes i and j are principal 
strain axes. 
V .. = 1J 
for i, j = 1, 2, 3. 
Where Uij is defined as 
au. 
J 
uij = dX. 
1 
~ 
the point with the position x (xl' xZ' x3) undergoing a displacement 
(2) 
(3) 
Notice that in the case of an elastic and linear medium in the unstressed state, subjected to 
a perturbation Uij' we can write the following equation 
m"1 V .. = ~-1J u ij P (4 ) 
First of all we are going to show that equation (2) allows us to calculate the different 
velocities of acoustic waves in the case of a continuous, isotropic, linear elastic medium. 
Later on, we will point out that this is the same in the case of a continuous, isotropic, 
non-linear elastic medium. 
APPLICATION TO A CONTINUOUS, ISOTROPIC, LINEAR ELASTIC MEDIUM 
As the first application example, we take the case of elastic, linear solids in which the 
stresses 0ij are linear combinations of the defonnations Eij' 
The defonnations are defined by the following relation 
1 
E .. = - (u .. + u .. ) 
1J 2 1J Jl ( 5 ) 
The generalized Hooke's Law for a continuous, isotropic medium is the following 
0 .. = () .. A L F_ k + 2 I! E.. ( 6 ) 1J 1J -k 1J 
k 
where A and Il are the Lame's Coefficients and 0 indicates Kronecker's Symbol such that 
0ii = I and Ojj = 0 when i ¢ j. 
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Let us examine first of all the case of longitudinal plane waves propagating in an 
isotropic, infinite medium in the direction i. Keeping in mind that Ejj = Ekk = 0, 
G '# k '# i) and then daiilduii = A + 2J,L, we obtain by application of fonnula (2) : 
v .. ~ }A+ 211 
11 
P 
(7) 
Concerning the propagation velocity in the direction i of a transversal wave, plane or not, 
taking into account that daij/duij = J.L, using fonnula (2), we obtain : 
(8) 
Lame's Constants A et J,L one side, Young's Modulus E and also Poisson's Coefficient v 
on the other side are related by : 
E 
/-1=---
2 (1 + v) 
Ev 
A=----
(1+v)(1-2v) 
We can write 
v··= 11 
E (1 - v) 
p (1 + v) (1 - 2v) 
E 
---
P 2 (1 + v) 
(9) 
( 1 0) 
( 1 1 ) 
( 1 2) 
The results obtained by this non conventional method are exactly the same as those of the 
classical physical approach. 
Concerning the following results, it is easier to exploit the inversed fonn of the 
generalized Hooke's Law expressed in tenns of E and v. 
( 1 3) 
Taking the case of a thin rod in traction where the radial stresses are zero, with a 
particular choice of the reference axes - system such as a22 = a33 = 0, the propagation 
velocity in the axial direction of a longitudinal wave, plane or not, using 
duii/daii =l/E, is 
( 1 4) 
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Also considering the case of a thin plate, choosing a particular system of reference-axes 
such as E22 = 0 and 0"33 = 0, keeping in mind that dUll/dO"11 = (1 - y2)/E, we obtain for 
the propagation velocity of a the longitudinal wave 
/F5;1 V l1 = ---2-
P (1 - v ) 
(15 ) 
We note that in the case of continuous, elastic, linear, homogeneous media, the 
relation (2) allows us, in the cases studied, to fmd an exact expression for the 
propagation velocities of acoustic waves. 
APPLICATION TO A CONTINUOUS, ISOTROPIC, NON LINEAR ELASTIC 
MEDIUM 
Now we are going to take the case of a body of non linear material which is isotropic 
when it is in a non-stress state and deal with the propagation of plane waves in this body 
subjected to static external forces when it becomes anisotropic due to the effect of the 
internal stresses produced. 
The classical approach to this problem when the non linear medium is subjected to a 
homogeneous triaxial strain is done by Hughes and Kelly [4]. 
We distinguish three configurations the elastic body can take: 
1. The natural stress free configuration of the solid in which points inside the body are 
located in space by coordinates XCi (i = 1,2,3). 
2. The static deformed configuration with coordinates specified by Xi (i = 1,2,3). 
x· = ~ + u· ( 1 6 ) 1 1 1 
3. The time varying perturbated configuration with coordinates specified by Xi'. 
x'j = Xi + U'j with U'j « Uj. (17) 
The thermodynamics of deformation allows us to write the following expression for O"jj 
when the body is in the configuration 2. 
p ~ [act> aX i axj ) . . 
cr .. = - £.. - - - (1, J, k, I = 1, 2, 3) 
IJ :\.n:l 0 :I 0 Po kl V'lkl uXk oXl 
( 18) 
where P is the density in the configuration 2, Po the density in the configuration 1, 4> the 
strain energy per unit of mass of the material. 
( 1 9) 
an expression where Cjjkl and Cjjklmn respectively represent the elastic constants of the 
second and third order. 
T]jj is the strain defined by 
" = ~ [aui + aUj + ~ (aUm aUm J] 
., .. 2 £.. (m=1,2,3) 
IJ ax,; ax~ m ax~ ax,; 
(20) 
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We are going to point out that the propagation velocity in the direction i of a wave where 
the motion of particles will take place in the direction j, is given when u'kl = 0 if kl * ij, 
by the formula (4) that we can write as 
V .. = IJ 
crij ' - cr ij 1 
Uij' P 
(2 1 ) 
O"ij represents stress in configuration 2, O"'ij represents stress in configuration 3. 
d u.' 
, J 
uij = d X· 
1 
(22) 
Stresses in a time varying perturbated state are obtained by replacing p and Xi in (18) by 
p' and x'j. Thus we have 
cr' .. = ~ L [( dq, ], dX'i dX'j] 
IJ Po kl d'l1kl dX~ dX~ 
(23) 
( dU' J Keeping in mind that p' = p 1 -~ dX: 
we can write 
We can easily show that 
(25) 
We deduce 
, _ p ( "" dU'm){"" [ dq, (dXi dXj dXi dU'j dU'i dXj )] 
cr .. -- 1-£.J dL' £.J - --+--+- - + 
IJ Po m xm kl drtkl dX~ dX~ d~ dX~ dX~ dX~ 
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Using 
the relation (26) allows us to write 
, ~ dU'm ~ dU'j ~ dU\ ~ dU'k 
a·· - a .. = - a .. £.J ~ + £.J a. dJL + £.J a. dJL + £.J Sijkl ""dX,"" 
1J 1J 1J m OXm m 1m Xm m Jm Xm kl I 
where Sijld is defmed by 
We give the following defmition to the elements of the acoustoelastic tensor 
Aij = L (ak! I5 jj + Sjkjl) nk nl 
kl 
-+ 
( 27) 
(28 ) 
(29) 
(30) 
where n (n!,~, n3) is the normal unit vector to the wave surface. At each point of the 
body, this vector indicates the direction of propagation. 
When we produce a mechanical shock (plane perturbation) in the direction of the axis j 
defined by U'ij ¢ 0 and u'ld = 0 (kl ¢ ij) and if we consider the propagation along the axis 
i (ni = 1, nk =0, k ¢ i), we obtain 
dU'. dU'. 
, J S J 'A a .. - a .. = a .. ""C"""" + .... ""C"""" = U .. .. 1J 1j 11 oXi 1jj1 oX j 1j jj 
The fact that U'ij is different from zero and U'ld is equal to zero for kl ¢ ij, is only 
possible if the tensor llij is the principal strain tensor. 
The relation (21) allows us to write 
y .. = 2 ~.. 
1J P 
(31 ) 
(32) 
In the classical approach, the propagation velocities are the solutions to the following 
characteristic equation [4] 
2 I A.. - P Y 15 .. I = 0 1J IJ 
(33 ) 
In the case of an initially isotropic body subjected to a homogeneous triaxial strain field, 
when the tensor llij is the principal strain tensor and the propagation direction is taken as 
the reference axis 1, the solutions of the characteristic equation (34) are also given by the 
relation (32). 
All - P y2 
o 
o 
o 
A22 - P y2 
o 
o 
o 
2 
A33-PY 
=0 (34) 
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CONCLUSION 
We have shown that with Newton's Fonnula we can calculated exactly the velocities 
of wave propagation in the case of linear and non linear elastic isotropic non dispersive 
materials in any boundary conditions. 
In practice, to determine the velocity of the fIrst information of motion in any material 
medium, we must be able to calculate dcri/duij the total derivative of the stress crij relative 
to Uij for a wave propagating in the directIon 1 and having particle displacements in the 
direction j. 
Following the generalized explanation with which we have introduced Newton's 
Fonnula (1) it is clear that it is applicable to determine the velocities of the fIrst 
infonnation of motion, no matter what type of material medium or excitement stimulus 
used. 
In particular, if it is possible to evaluate the value of the parameter Kid, Newton's 
Fonnula (1) could be especially useful in the case of composite materials where the 
modelling with continuous medium could be difficult. 
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